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Use these strategies to extend information in the webinar
with Dr. Joyce L. Epstein, October 28, 2015.

BOOKS AND BREW: A HOME VISIT PROGRAM

strategies that the parent and child could use
to practice reading and math skills at home.
The strategies were linked to the
learning goals for students by grade level.
For example, practicing reading aloud can be
fun and improve students’ reading fluency.
Asking probing questions about the plot and
characters in books students read can start a
good conversation about reading.
Teachers kept the visits short, positive,
and friendly, purposely avoiding discussions of
behavior problems. They thanked the families
for hosting them and reinforced how happy
they were to have the students in their classes.
After making the visits, teachers were
glad to have met the parents and engaged with
their students in their own homes. “…It was a
good experience,” said one teacher. “I enjoyed
talking to the parent at a more personal level.
I will do this again . . .!” “The value of these
visits is huge,” added another teacher. “I saw
a great change in my relationships with the parents
and the students.” Students enjoyed the visits
so much that they talked about them at school.
Soon, their peers were eager for home visits, as
well.
“We want to make it a culture within
our school,” said the ATP Co-Chairs, who allocated
$200 for the practice. The ATP may grow the
practice by hosting an informational meeting
for all teachers at the beginning of the school
year. “Our vision is that, someday, each teacher
will visit each child [sometime] during the
year.”

Kara Del Mar and Abner Solano
Teachers and ATO Co-Chairs
Kara.delmar@ksd.org and Abner.solano@ksd.org
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eachers may be hesitant to visit students’
homes, but when they do everyone
reaps major benefits. Studies indicate
that after well-planned and well-implemented
home visits, families and teachers enjoy better
communications; teachers gain new perspectives
on their students’ lives outside the classroom;
and students feel more support for their education
from their families and their teachers. This is
just what happened at Hawthorne Elementary
School, where seven teachers visited the homes
of fifteen students.
Books and Brew—A Home Visit Program
was proposed by a parent on the school’s Action
Team for Partnerships (ATP) to promote positive
teacher-parent communications. The ATP
partnered with teachers to identify students
who would benefit from a home visit. This
included students who were struggling
academically or whose parents had not
previously engaged with the school. The team
prepared suggestions for the initial telephone
contacts of teachers with students’ parents.
The team also purchased supplies and wrote
guidelines for the teachers to ensure that the
visits would be both purposeful and enjoyable
for everyone.
Teachers called parents and arranged
appointments for their visits. On the evening
of the appointments, teachers stopped by the
ATP area at school to pick up a book, a math
game, and a prize (such as a gift card donated
by a community member). They also picked
up a cup of coffee—the “brew” in Books and
Brew—for the parents. Along with a colleague
such as an interpreter, the principal, or an ATP
member, they drove to students’ homes.
Upon arrival, the teacher offered a cup
of coffee to a parent. After friendly introductions,
the teacher and student demonstrated a few
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Hawthorne Elementary School
Kennewick, WA

LEARNING AT THE LIBRARY
Greenwood Elementary School
Florence, SC
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when parents and children were reading together.
“After this workshop, I know how to better
help my daughter study for reading tests,” one
parent said. “I didn’t know that you weren’t
supposed to tell a child a word that she doesn’t
know, but should instead use context clues to
help her figure it out.”
Parents were given time to practice the
strategies with their children, while teachers
circulated to answer questions or demonstrate
techniques. Parents and children also met
with members of the library staff, who gave
them an overview of the library’s services and
special programs for children and families. After
a tour of the library, the families could sign up
for library cards and check out books.
Each child received a high-interest
book at the appropriate reading level,
purchased with $500 of Title I funds. “I liked
the book I got,” one student reported. “I read
it and made a good Accelerated Reader Grade
on it.” Teachers reported that they observed
improvements in the reading skills and attitudes
of students who attended the workshop with
their parents. The emphasis on reading spread
to include students who could not attend
Learning at the Library. In the month after the
workshop, students at Greenwood completed
1,000 more Accelerated Reader activities with
higher scores than in the prior month—over
74,200 in all. Fewer students were identified
as “at risk” on the Accelerated Reader program
ratings.
Learning at the Library helped many
families learn more about students’ literacy
education. Greenwood Elementary School
is defining the right place for reading as the
school, home, and community.

eading certainly is taught differently
from back when I was in school,” a parent
at Greenwood Elementary School
observed. Upon learning that many other parents
shared this sentiment, the school’s Action
Team for Partnerships (ATP) brought families
together to explain the school’s new literacy
curriculum and Common Core State Standards
in reading. The ATP and reading teachers also
wanted to provide strategies that parents
could use at home to help students practice
and improve reading skills and attitudes.
To encourage attendance, the ATP
hosted Learning at the Library off campus at
a convenient time and appealing community
location—a wonderful new public library
for the area. They advertised the gathering by
posting f lyers around the school, tucking
invitations in students ’ weekly parent
communication folders, generating automated
phone calls to parents, and displaying a sign
in the car line outside the school. Over 50 parents
and 53 students attended the Learning at the
Library workshop. The principal noted, “We
did reach some parents who would benefit and
usually don’t attend things at the school.”
Attendees were welcomed to the library
with snacks. A jargon-free PowerPoint
presentation outlined the teachers’ reading
curriculum, instructional approaches, and
Common Core standards. School staff members
distributed guidelines for parents to reinforce
approaches to increase reading fluency such as
decoding, using context clues, and increasing
reading rates. Other guidelines focused on
improving reading comprehension such as
sequencing events, reading directions,
interpreting main ideas, evaluating facts
or opinions, and other higher-level thinking
skills. The guidelines were on laminated cardstock
bookmarks that could be easily used at home
when children were reading library books or

“

Angela Newman
Teacher
anewman@fsd1.org
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CAFÉ MATH NIGHT
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a menu of games and a map of the game
locations. They attended one session to
hear about the games and how to play them.
To earn ice cream sundaes, they had to visit
four math game stations. If they visited five
stations, students would receive an extra ice
cream topping. As an extra bonus, if a family
created a homework plan together, they would
receive a math gift bag full of games to take
home.
At the first four stations, families
played games that enabled students to show
off their knowledge of integers, fractions,
multiplication, and probability. Commented
one attendee. “I didn’t know you could make
math fun.”
At the fifth station, families watched a
slide show explaining how to make an effective
homework plan. Families were given time to
create their own homework plans, and teachers
were there to help. The gift bag incentive
ensured that families did not skip this important
stop. Families were happy to get the gift bags,
which contained versions of the math games
that they could play together at home. “This
is something really fun we can do together at
night, instead of you texting on your phone,”
one parent was overheard saying to a student.
Café Math Night facilitated school and
family communications and showed parents
and students that math was nothing to fear.
As the principal put it, “Parents learned ways
to work on math with students at home in
positive and engaging ways, and to be an active
participant in their student’s learning.”

Gabriela Epperson and Camille Renteria
ATP Co-Chairs
gabriela.epperson@ksd.org
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umbers are all around us—part of
everyday life, but some students and
parents are intimidated by middle
grades math. In the past, Park Middle School’s
Action Team for Partnerships (ATP) has struggled
to achieve strong family attendance at math
events. No longer.
Last year, the ATP developed a wonderful
way to make math popular and palatable by
pairing math with ice cream sundaes. More
than 100 students and 300 parents and family
members gathered at the school to earn
delicious treats by playing a variety of math
games at Café Math Night.
Community collaborations helped
ensure success. GEAR UP donated materials
for math gift bags to be distributed at Café
Math, and a local casino donated decks of cards
for some math games. The school’s math coach
incorporated the playing cards in math games
aligned with Common Core State Standards.
With these contributions, the event cost about
$300 to conduct.
To promote Café Math, the principal
mailed home flyers and created a video to
show to students dur ing first per iod
announcements. He also reminded staff
about the event at meetings, and thanked
them for their planning and participation.
More than 25 teachers volunteered to help
with the event. The teachers built interest and
confidence about Café Math Night in advance
by teaching students in class how to play the
math games that they would play with their
family partners at Café Math. Students also
helped by creating posters to mark the locations
of the different games.
On Café Math Night, families were
welcomed by the school secretary and given
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FALL FOR LEARNING MATH AND READING NIGHT
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parents the work we do at school. Now, they
can help me more with my homework.”
Teachers created math and literacy
games by grade level linked to state standards
for parents and children to take home to
reinforce and practice the skills they learned
about at school. A parent thanked them, saying,
“This was a great experience [with ideas] that I
can take home and share with my child.”
The ATP, teachers, staff, administrators,
parents, and community leaders collaborated
to plan and implement Math and Reading
Night. Over 125 parents, 80 students, 21
teachers, and 5 community members participated
at the event –more than expected. Refreshments
were served and childcare was provided for
very young children.
The ATP team achieved its goal for
engaging many parents in their young child’s
learning. Students benefitted from seeing
their parents at school talking and working
with their teachers. They will benefit from the
games for parents and children to practice early
reading and math skills.
At Chicot, a Parent Center offers
resources to parents, including books on
parenting, books with tapes to support
reading, supplies for students, videos, and
computer access. These resources are always
available, but it also is important to have
events like Math and Reading Night to reflect
the school’s mission to work together with
parents to set students on a path to success in
school.

Pamela Criss
Parent Facilitator
Pamela.criss@lrsd.org
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hicot, a school in the Little Rock School
District, serves students PreK-2, starting
at three years old. A large school of over
800 students, Chicot’s students and families
have diverse racial and ethnic backgrounds,
with 60% African American, 30% Latino, and
10% White. The school’s Action Team for
Partnerships (ATP) knows that helping
families support their young children with
early reading and math skills will enable parents
to continue to guide their children across the
grades. The ATP designed and implemented
Fall for Learning Math and Reading Night to
show families what their children were
learning in class and how they could
reinforce and celebrate the same math and
literacy skills at home.
The combined focus on math and
literacy skills was scheduled at the same time
as the school’s Book Fair to increase attention
and attendance. The Book Fair also gave
families the opportunity to purchase highinterest children’s books to advance reading
skills and positive attitudes about reading. The
PTA donated funds so that each child could
select one free book for their home library.
Community members and the PTA also
suppor ted Fall for Learning with donations.
The district donated three computers that
were raffle prizes at the event.
The young students at Chicot served
as ambassadors at Math and Reading Night
as they escorted their parents to designated
classrooms. In each classroom, teachers
provided an overview and examples of math
and literac y skills that students were
lear ning , with information on why the skills
were important at each grade level. One
student reported, “Thank you for teaching my
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TAKIN’ IT TO THE STREETS
Lake City Elementary School
Lake City, South Carolina
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for students and parents. After photos were
taken, the teachers and administrators packed
up and headed to one more neighborhood.
At this stop, the fire department also
set up a table with fire safety information
and displayed their great fire trucks.
Even
the mayor showed up, as did police officers.
Parents and students enjoyed meeting their
children’s teachers and talking about the
important roles that parents and other family
members play in helping their children succeed
in school. Everyone enjoyed hot dogs for lunch.
The connections that were made were
real and important. Teachers were able to meet
parents, talk with them about their children’s
school performance, and learn something about
children’s lives outside of school. Parents
received useful information. Students talked
with teachers informally. Across all stops, teachers interacted with over 150 parents and 450
students.
Takin’ it to the Streets cost the school
about $300, thanks to significant support from
community partners. PepsiCo donated drinks,
Lake City Housing Authority and the local Title I
Office provided the hot dogs, and Wal-Mart gave
the school a gift card to help pay for supplies and
prizes.
One administrator commented, “Takin’
It To The Streets was our most successful event
this year.” It was successful because of strong
teamwork, good planning, and the enthusiasm
of parents and students on the streets where
they live. It is expected that, as a result, many
more parents will be more actively engaged
with the school and with their children.

n any school, some students fall through the
cracks. Some may not measure up to their
full potential. Some may lack strong support
at home for their work at school. Lake City
Elementary wanted to help all students succeed
at high levels and increase the involvement of
parents in ways that would prevent any students
from failing in school.
The teachers and administrators
knew that they needed some new approaches to reach families who, previously, were
“hard to reach.” They decided to take their
communications with parents in a different direction by Takin’ It To The Streets.
The plan was for teachers and administrators to visit three neighborhoods one Saturday. They would bring with them their interest
in the children’s success, information on school
and community resources, a picnic, and a chance
for students and their families to win prizes. By
Takin’ It To The Streets, the educators hoped to
create new connections with parents and start
some important conversations.
The Action Team for Partnerships
(ATP) and teachers began by making bilingual
flyers about neighborhood visits in English and
Spanish. They sent these home with students
and distributed them to area businesses and
community agencies. The team also ran radio
announcements for two weeks before the selected Saturday activities. They made poster-size
copies of the flyer for the areas selected for visits.
Two teams of teachers and administrators traveled to two neighborhoods in the
mid-morning. They set up a sign-in table for
parents. Parents and students visited booths
for information on school-linked topics such
as state tests, school attendance, kindergarten registration, and adult education. There
was a final booth for good food and free clothing. Finally, the ATP and educators held
a drawing for prize baskets of good things

Patrick Pinckney
Community Involvement Liaison
ppinckney@florence3.k12.sc.us
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COMMUNITY CAREER AND RESOURCE FAIR
Norwich Technical High School
Norwich, CT
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hese days, it’s not just high school
seniors who are searching for job
oppor tunities and crafting their
careers. It’s their family members, too. Knowing
this, the student services team and Action
Team for Partnerships (ATP) at Norwich
Technical High School hosted a Community
Career and Resource Fair to give students and
their parents opportunities to explore
postsecondary employment and education
programs in the area.
“The purpose of the Career and
Resource Fair was to provide networking
opportunities for our students and their
family members to learn about possible
careers in different companies,” a school staff
member explained. “This includes current and
future opportunities for job shadowing,
volunteering, internships, and part-time or
full-time employment.”
The ATP and other teachers compiled a
list of organizations that might be interested
in attending, ranging from local businesses to
colleges to military recruiters. The school’s
social worker created a database and asked
school staff, work-based learning partners,
and members of the technical trade advisory
committee to send suggestions. These
contacts were then e-mailed or faxed formal
invitations five weeks before the event. Nearly
80 representatives agreed to attend.
Teachers and other staff members talked
about the Community Career and Resource
Fair with their students and discussed
appropriate networking behavior. They
suggested that seniors bring copies of their
resumes to give to prospective employers, and
advised juniors to chat with work-based learning
providers. They also gave freshmen and
sophomores tips on how to engage in
professional conversations.
Flyers advertising the Fair were included
in student report card mailings to ensure that

families were aware of the opportunity. About
700 students and many of their parents
visited the Fair.
The school’s Culinary Arts students
played a special role in the event. They
prepared a l u n c h b u f fe t fo r t h e c a re e r
re p re s e n t a t i v e s , and ensured that there
was plenty of coffee and pastries to keep
energy high throughout the afternoon. The
refreshments cost about $500.
All attendees enjoyed the afternoon.
The career representatives from businesses
and other agencies and organizations had high
praise for the students. One representative
described the students as “unbelievably polite,
friendly, and engaging.” Another added that
he was “impressed by [the students’] ability to
approach a complete stranger and introduce
themselves with a solid handshake.”
Even if a participating organization
did not have openings at the present time,
students and parents from Norwich Tech
could benefit from the insights and advice that
representatives shared about their industries.
Meeting the career representatives made the
students even more excited about life after
high school. The Fair was “awesome,” according
to one student. “It gave me a lot of opportunities
to think about.”
Norwich Tech plans to host a Career
and Resource Fair at least every two years.
They recommended that schools interested
in implementing a similar activity prepare
months in advance and distribute maps of
booth locations to make navigation easy.
Norwich Tech also recommends including
families at the Fair so that the practice will
truly benefit the entire school community.
Jaime Miller, LCSW
School Social Worker
Jaime.miller@ct.gov
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HUNGER IN OUR COMMUNITY: SERVICE-BASED LEARNING
Frank W. Cox High School
Virginia Beach, Virginia
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here are many serious problems in our
communities that need to be solved.
Poverty and its related issues head that
list and pose real challenges to improve the
circumstances of the poorest among us. Frank
W. Cox High School wanted its students to understand the nature and extent of social problems
in their area and to try to solve some through
the school’s program of Service-Based Learning.
The community service project’s goal was
to help students become globally aware, independent and responsible learners, and productive
citizens. To start, teachers embedded the project
in tenth grade Honors English classes. Students
were asked to select a service learning activity that
they could accomplish, and, by so doing, improve
the lives of others. The students decided that
they could make a real difference if they worked
together to solve targeted issues of hunger.
Students began by conducting research.
More than 100 tenth grade Honors English
students toured the Food Bank of Southeastern Virginia. The on-site staff gave them an
overview of the situation. They reported how
many people the Food Bank served and how
much food is needed to feed the hungry. The
staff also explained the Food Bank’s mission
and strategic plan. They provided the organization’s annual report. After the tour, students
asked questions to learn what they could do to
help solve the problem of hunger in the area.
Next, the tenth graders and other
students wanted to find out what it felt like to feel
hungry. Researchers estimate that 60% of the
world’s population eats a small bowl of rice each
day and 25% eat just a little better. By contrast,
15% do not want for food.

For a simulation, 220 students entered
the cafeteria for lunch and received a ticket
selected at random. The ticket’s color determined whether the student received a bowl
of rice, a bowl of rice and some fruit, or a full
meal. The students reflected on this experience.
Finally, students participated in the
Food Bank’s Extreme Food Drive. Students
created posters, spoke in their classes about the
project, and went door to door in their neighborhoods collecting food for the Food Bank. Eventually, all students in the school participated.
The students organized and boxed the
donations. With support and music from a
local radio station, the students loaded the
food into a Food Bank truck. In all, students,
families, and others in the community donated
over 7,000 pounds of food to the Food Bank.
Importantly, students took the lead
to organize the project. They learned a lot and
produced impressive results. Teachers helped
them along the way and families and others
contributed to the project. With service-based
learning, students and the school made a difference in the community.

Cletus Griffin
Assistant Principal
Cletus.Griffin@vbschools.com
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POVERTY SIMULATION
Francis Marion University Center of Excellence
Florence, SC
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hat is life like for families with low
incomes who must survive from
month to month? Nearly 80 teachers
and community members got a glimpse into
the life of many families in the region
at a Poverty Simulation conducted by Francis
Marion University’s Center of Excellence to
Prepare Teachers of Children of Poverty (FMU-COE).
The simulation is a training tool to enable
participants to view poverty from different
angles in an experiential setting. “When teachers
and administrators have a deeper understanding
of their families who live in poverty,” a COE
staff member explained, “students benefit
academically and behaviorally.”
On the recommendation of a state
education leader, COE purchased a kit to
conduct the activity from the Missouri
Community Action Poverty Simulation (about
$2,000). Five simulations were conducted last
year at FMU and across the state. Each one
takes about three hours, and each time the kit
is used, its materials must be replenished.
The COE began planning for the June
simulation two months in advance with a
mass e-mailing to educators and community
leaders. Those who registered were reminded
of the seriousness of the activity, and were
told that latecomers and observers would not
be permitted at the sessions.
First, 18 volunteers were recruited
and trained to take specific professional
and community roles in the life of families in
poverty. They were prepared to act as banker,
mortgage/rent collector, pawnbroker, social
service worker, police officer, and other service
providers. Recruiting these volunteers was a
challenge. COE worked with the local Housing
Authority to find individuals with experience
living in poverty, but could find no volunteers
available to play these parts. Instead, some
registrants and COE staff members filled the

roles. The volunteers received small thank you
gifts in appreciation for their time and effort.
The participants in each session also
were assigned specific roles. They were
designated as 26 different families with low
incomes. Some families were newly unemployed,
some had recently lost a breadwinner, and
some consisted of grandparents raising
grandchildren. Each family’s goal was to
acquire food, shelter, and other basic supplies
and services during the course of four 15
minute “weeks” in the simulation.
It was difficult. Participants described
the experience as “eye-opening.” On evaluations
of the experience, participants reported that
they were more sensitive to issues related to
poverty. “The entire system really needs to
be re-evaluated to help those in need,” one
community member realized.
The poverty index in South Carolina’s
public schools is about 70%, so it is extremely
important for educators and school community
leaders to understand the experiences of their
students and families. “Poverty is much more
stressful than I imagined,” observed one teacher.
“I found the simulation to be very touching,”
added another.
Planning is underway for future
simulations with local school districts. COE
aims to add a bus tour of an economically
depressed neighborhood paired with a guided
discussion about poverty and education. “We
highly recommend the simulation training
for anyone interested in learning about life
in poverty,” said a COE representative. When
you walk in someone else’s shoes—even in an
activity like this—you gain a real understanding
of what others experience.
Markey Bee
Associate Director / School Family Community Liaison
mbee@fmarion.edu
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